For Immediate Release

Premier Energy Services Integrates Electric Steam Solution for Bioagra LLC.

Atlanta, Georgia – August 31, 2005 - Primer Energy Services announced today that it has been selected to design,
construct and integrate a steam solution for a Bioagra LLC. The state-of-the-art solution will incorporate electric boilers
in lieu of more common gas systems eliminating the dependency on the rising cost of natural gas.
Bioagra is the exclusive distributor of Agrastism, a feed supplement for livestock swine, poultry and shrimp industries.
The Company recently began construction on the first of several new processing facilities in Hinesville, Georgia.
“We have defined several requirements to keep operating costs and environmental emissions to a minimum while
ensuring that our manufacturing plant maintains maximum reliability,” said Mr. Neal Bartoletta, President and Chief
Executive Officer of Bioagra. “Premier Energy Services has presented an innovative design and engineering capabilities
that are clearly the best choice for our facility.”
Premier Energy Service’s use of electric boilers provides zero air emissions from the system and enables Bioagra
personnel to concentrate on manufacturing rather then the typically intensive operations associated with gas boilers.
Additionally, the electric resistance heating elements provide Bioagra the capability to closely monitor and match the
steam demands of the manufacturing process with the quick response of the electric boiler, thereby optimizing energy
costs.
“We are honored to be selected by Bioagra to be part of their new manufacturing facility development,” said Randy
Davis, President and CEO of Premier Energy. “This installation showcases our ability to integrate alternative energy
sources and further demonstrates our steam engineering leadership.”

###
About BIOAGRA
BioAgra produces, markets and sells Agrastim™, a biotech yeast beta glucan product. Agrastim™ is a natural beta glucan immune
system feed supplement purified from spent baker’s or brewer’s yeast and is used to replace growth promotion antibiotics that are
currently used in the feed of the livestock, swine, poultry and shrimp industries. For more information visit www.bioagra.net

About Premier Energy
Premier Energy Inc. is a leading provider of steam technology and services. The Company focuses on the steam and utility needs of
oil and gas, food service, steel, automotive, and independent power producers. Through its three subsidiaries - Premier Energy
Services, Premier Energy Technology, and Premier Energy Resources the company is providing professional steam engineering
services, state-of-the-art enhanced oil recovery (EOR) technologies, and EOR project investment opportunities. Premier Energy
solutions are currently deployed in hundreds of client facilities. For more information visit www.premierenergy.com
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